“During the Cold War, we were facing nuclear war if we screwed up. That was an incentive to get it right, to stay ahead of developments. Today, we have no strategy that covers the entire world – the changes that are coming. And there’s a lot of change going. For 500 years, we lived under Westphalian nation-state systems. But globalization has eroded borders. For the first time this world’s people are politicized, interconnected by technology. The nature of power is changing. The nature of international cooperation is changing. The nature of conflict is changing. We’re not evolving well to adapt. This world is not as dangerous as that during the Cold War, but it is much more complicated.”

—Lieutenant General Brent Scowcroft, USAF (Ret.)
9th and 17th United States Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs
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Dear Colleague,

There follows a report on the organization and performance of the National Security Council system, a subject to which I have given a good deal of thought over many years. It broadly reflects my views and those of others that have served in both Republican and Democratic administrations. Those who were interviewed or participated in seminars in the preparation of this report include more than sixty senior foreign policy, defense, and intelligence leaders. They include three- and four-star military commanders, secretaries of state and defense and other cabinet officers, senior intelligence officials, and lawyers who held senior positions at the White House and the Department of Justice.

They share a deeply held, bipartisan concern that our country has too often suffered from strategic confusion with many unintended consequences due to a failure to think two or three steps ahead. They also frequently cite the same examples of poor execution of policies that might have enjoyed much greater success if they had been well managed.

The Atlantic Council and the authors of this study believe that a well-run National Security Council system is the key to strategic coherence and thoughtful execution of national policy. Thus this report.

This report focuses on three key observations that surfaced during these interviews. First, the size of the NSC staff has increased to numbers never seen in the first five decades after it was created in 1947. This development has had major consequences for the functioning of the interagency NSC process. Second, the NSC has increasingly moved away from its traditional principal role of coordinating inputs and advice from the relevant executive branch departments and agencies to a role of active involvement in the daily management of foreign policy. And finally, not only has the staff grown dramatically in number, but criteria for selection has allowed for more junior personnel with limited expertise and a high turnover rate.

There is a great deal written about these observations in the report that follows. The report is organized into two documents of increasing size and granularity—from an executive summary to a much longer, detailed discussion of the issues raised in the interviews.

It is our hope that an incoming administration will read this report carefully. There is much to be learned from history. Reforming the size, mission, and staffing of the NSC can bring a return to models that have succeeded over many decades. Good structure does not guarantee success, but bad structure almost always overcomes good people and leads to poor results.

Lieutenant General Brent Scowcroft, USAF (Ret.)
Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs
January 20, 1989–January 20, 1993

WASHINGTON, D.C.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

There is a growing consensus that the United States has made serious mistakes in foreign and defense policy over the past two decades. These problems can be observed in the administrations of both political parties. They are rooted both in a failure to define clearly our international strategic objectives and in the poor execution of what we have pursued. These issues have been aggravated by a failure to anticipate both the direct impact and the unintended consequences of our actions. This inability to effectively execute foreign policy and manage military force projection has eroded public confidence in our government and the perception of American leadership globally.

This foundational report serves as a point of departure for the next administration. It contains the essential elements for building the most effective national security structure in the small window between today and the first hundred days of the next administration. The perceived simplicity of these foundational recommendations has eluded many of the preceding administrations that have tried to implement some of the elements that you will read here.

Over the past two years, this document’s authors—Ambassadors Chester Crocker, David Miller, and Thomas Pickering; the Honorable Daniel Levin; and Chief of Staff, Colonel (sel.) Jason Kirby—personally conducted over sixty interviews with senior foreign policy, military, and intelligence officials. These officials included seven former national security advisors (NSAs), eight cabinet members and deputies, and seven three- and four-star flag officers. It is our conclusion that an important contributing factor to the problems stated above has been the structural and personnel failures at the National Security Council (NSC) in the management of foreign, defense, intelligence, and legal policy. An incoming president has much to be gained by establishing an effective NSC and much to lose if the NSC is poorly structured from the beginning.

We believe an incoming president has seven fundamental decisions to make regarding the organization, staffing, and management of the National Security Council:

1. Focus the National Security Council Mission
2. Define the National Security Advisor’s Role
3. Reduce and Restrict the Size of the NSC Staff
4. Designate a Strategic Planning Staff
5. Use Interagency Teams and Task Forces
6. Coordinate Legal Advice
7. Prepare for the Transition Now

As members of most prior administrations have learned, these decisions greatly influence the success or failure of the White House’s foreign and defense policy management. It is understood that an incoming president will define the NSC structure that he or she wants, but the president should be aware that these choices have direct consequences for the success or failure of the policy process. Our recommendations for how these decisions should be made are based on our own experience as well as the many interviews we conducted.

SEVEN KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

Focus the National Security Council Mission. Properly defining the mission of the NSC staff is the most important decision as it largely drives the other matters discussed below. The mission of the NSC is to coordinate the development of policy options for the president using the most effective application of US diplomatic, economic, military, and intelligence resources. In doing so, the NSC presents, and seeks to incorporate and harmonize, the NSC principals’ recommended policy positions. The NSC staff ensures the president’s policy decisions are properly executed by integrating, supporting, and tracking—and not themselves executing, with few, if any, exceptions—the implementation of foreign and defense policy by the departments and agencies. That is, the NSC must be a coordinating “honest broker,” not a miniature and operational foreign policy establishment housed.

---

1 In this report, the term NSA refers to the role of national security advisor, not the National Security Agency.
within the White House. This honest broker role builds trust and confidence—straightforward, perceptive, and wise recommendations build success.

**Define the National Security Advisor’s Role.** The selection of the national security advisor is critically important. It is arguably the most important appointment a president will make without the advice and consent of the Senate. Experienced advisors can make many structures work; inexperienced individuals can cause any structure or plan to fail. In addition to extensive foreign and security policy expertise, chief among the desired qualifications are government management experience, and the ability (and desire) to act as honest broker. This most often takes the form of seeking out and promoting multiple viewpoints for the benefit of the president’s decision-making. Compatibility with the president and his or her national security team is essential. The quality of the NSC staff also flows from the selection of a competent advisor. To staff the NSC, successful national security advisors recruited outstanding foreign and security policy professionals who wanted to work with and learn from them.

**Reduce and Restrict the Size of the NSC Staff.** The largest professional staff recommended by any former official was two hundred, with most counseling seventy-five to a hundred. Given the expanding number of issues and crises that recent administrations have faced in the twenty-first century, limiting the NSC staff size to **100 to 150 professionals** is appropriate. The size of the NSC professional staff helps determine how a president will manage policy and supervise execution.

A staff of hundreds sends a clear message that the president largely intends to try operating foreign policy and force projection within his or her own White House staff. A smaller staff almost always means the president will rely more on the NSC principals, and the departments and agencies they lead, and leave the NSC staff to its traditional role of interagency coordination, support, and integration. The departments and agencies are then sized and funded to execute day-to-day management of diplomatic and military policy, something they have been tasked with and have executed for decades. A large size contributes to the distrust observed between the NSC staff and the career employees of the departments, agencies, and the uniformed services, and as the NSC’s role shifts from supporting and integrating to directing it begins to duplicate agency roles that are almost always beyond its capacity to carry out effectively. A larger staff can also isolate the president and senior staff because it leads to conflict with cabinet officers themselves. When staff size balloons, instead of synchronizing the departments and agencies, the staff instead engenders and enables debilitating interagency battles and poor judgment over time. Finally, size exacerbates problems with largely uncontrolled, uncoordinated, and often unknown communication from all levels of the NSC staff to departments and agencies as well as foreign missions in Washington and American embassies.

**Designate a Strategic Planning Staff.** Weakness in long-term strategic planning for foreign and defense policy has been observed consistently during a number of past administrations. There is a Gresham’s Law at work in which daily needs drive out longer-term strategic thinking and planning, just as operational control drives out the capacity and time to formulate clear and useful policy options. While the departments and agencies contain strategic planning functions (for example, the policy planning staff at the Department of State and strategy staff at the Office of the Secretary of Defense), there is no set structure within the NSC to bring both lessons learned and strategic planning functions together on a regular and continuing basis in response to presidential requests and national needs. An effective foreign policy will, of course, be guided by smart strategy, but it must adapt the ways, means, and, when necessary, ends of that strategy to account for changed circumstances—including opportunities.

The allocation of roles and staff between strategic planning and daily integration functions should be clarified, perhaps by creating a deputy assistant to the president and a small office of five professionals dedicated to considering and integrating options before advising the president on the strategic recommendations of the NSC staff and the various departments and agencies on a regular basis. This deputy assistant would help the president and national security principals develop and disseminate a strategic overview or vision on key issues. This president’s own strategic vision would provide a much-needed centerpiece and guide policy and strategy development. If this is not done, the relentless pressure of day-to-day management will continue to drive out long-run thinking and planning, leaving daily decisions to be made based on tactical reflexes without the benefit of a longer-run framework into which decisions should fit. It will eschew the forward vision of chess for the near focus of checkers.

**Use Interagency Teams and Task Forces.** The appointment of special envoys, representatives, coordinators, ambassadors, czars, and administrators to solve unusually vexing or pressing problems has proliferated under a variety of novel legal structures—and has frequently confused existing authorities and at times has been inadequately supported by the NSA and NSC staff. This practice should be curtailed to those few issues demanding a close relationship to the president and in which the president has a pressing strategic interest. Some serious issues facing the country require the active involvement of a number of departments and
agencies over time—sometimes over the life of several administrations. A key to their success is having the NSA appoint as a chair a senior officer from a lead department, closely supported by an NSC special assistant. It has been noted by prior participants in these activities that, given the need for funding, the Office of Management and Budget should be an active member of the strategy development and implementation process. The US response to the Kosovo War (1998–1999) and Plan Colombia (formulated 1998–1999) are notable successes that were chaired by senior officials from the NSC and/or key departments with effective support from the NSC and the related departments and agencies.

Coordinate Legal Advice. The post-9/11 legal environment was understandably one of confusion; decisions were made in a time of crisis, when speed of movement and legal flexibility were paramount. That said, a perception of “lawyer shopping” appears to have led to decisions reached and actions authorized without all of the affected department and agency senior lawyers having access to, and thereby a voice in, the decision-making process. The result has been public distrust and skepticism of the legal decision-making process. The White House legal staff supporting the NSC staff should be highly experienced and lean, tasked with coordinating legal advice while working with the Department of Justice’s Office of Legal Counsel and department and agency legal offices. The president should issue a national security directive ensuring that all relevant legal offices throughout the executive branch are transparently included in legal discussions and decisions, and that the process is transparent to the public when appropriate.

Prepare for the Transition Now. The National Security Council’s important role requires a transition that assures seamless oversight of our nation’s interests and security. The NSC staff is the president’s personal foreign policy staff and, as such, all the documents generated over a president’s term are properly removed before the transition and sent to a presidential library. In addition, almost all of the personnel are replaced on the day of the transition. Given the NSC’s unprecedented role and capacity, a phased personnel transition as well as the retention of some director-level personnel is essential. During the transition period a process of phased personnel replacement, full briefings for incoming staff, and retention of all key documents should be assured. Lead departments and agencies (also undergoing transitions) should plan to play an important role in assuring a smooth transition, watching over breaking developments and knowing the status of NSC-led activities. This transition will be unprecedented due to the volume of key issues being managed by the national security staff. A carefully developed transition leveraging an experienced cadre of leaders will be essential for success.

The 2017 transition teams need to recognize the unusually large number of foreign policy initiatives led by the National Security Council in recent years. The NSC must ensure that the records and history of these activities are not lost in a transition that may require a more comprehensive retention of records and longer transition period for personnel than observed in previous transitions.
TO: The Presidential Candidates
SUBJECT: NSC Reform and the Success of the Next President

The nonpartisan Atlantic Council, with which we the undersigned are associated, is making a major effort to review the future structure and operation of the National Security Council (NSC) and its staff. That effort is focused on the NSC—that is, the statutory council, the national security advisor, and the staff—because the council’s success or failure is uniquely critical to the formulation of policy and to the provision of the best information and advice to the president.

One part of that effort is reflected in the attached document. Over the past two years, this document’s authors—Ambassadors Chester Crocker, David Miller, and Thomas Pickering; the Honorable Daniel Levin; and Chief of Staff, Colonel (sel.) Jason Kirby—personally conducted over sixty interviews with senior foreign policy, military, and intelligence officials. Among them were seven former national security advisors, eight cabinet members and deputies, and seven three- and four-star flag officers. Their goal was not to revisit the past or the various opinions about what may have been successful or failed efforts over the years in the NSC process. But it is undoubtedly true that difficulties in the conduct of foreign and security policy have existed in the administrations of both political parties, rooted in both a failure to clearly identify strategic objectives and prospects for achieving them, and in the flawed execution of policy. Such problems are exacerbated when there has been failure to clearly assess options and anticipate both the direct and unintended consequences of our actions.

We stress this point because the next president will take office during a period of international turmoil and great danger for the United States and its allies and partners. The threats to our security are new, asymmetrical, and multiple. Neither we nor our partners are as yet well prepared to deal with them in a coherent, sustained fashion. We are challenged to defend ourselves from extreme Islamist terrorism that threatens our citizens, values, and way of life, while helping to develop and implement a long-term strategy for draining the life from the distorted ideology that animates the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham, al-Qaeda, and others. An assertive Russia is challenging the post-Cold War framework and institutions that had been intended to achieve and secure a whole European space of stability and freedom. Violence and conflict in the Middle East and beyond pose both immediate and long-term threats, including a tidal wave of migration. Europe is struggling to deal with new challenges to its unity, identity, and capabilities, which engage core American interests as well. In Asia, the rise of China and the risk posed by a nuclear North Korea present new and difficult questions. From the outset, these issues and others will likely tax the new president with a problem set
of historically unique immediacy and complexity. A significant mistake or setback in the first weeks and months of 2017 may set the tone for the duration of the next administration.

Given today’s challenges to America’s security and interests, it is vital that the transition to the new administration be as seamless and well prepared as possible. There will be no down time for the new administration. Indeed, our adversaries may seek to probe the United States’ ability to manage such a complicated agenda. The recommendations in the attached document are intended to maximize the prospects of the next administration from Day One, and help avoid mistakes that have been observed in previous administrations. The purpose has been to identify what works, and what is important to success. The next US president must be well staffed and prepared to succeed in the unique role of leading in the international arena in order to protect American interests and the American people. The incoming president will have much to gain by defining the strategic direction of the national security system, and much to lose if the NSC and its relationship with the key departments of government is poorly structured from the beginning.

Stephen J. Hadley
Executive Vice Chairman
Atlantic Council
21st United States Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs

James L. Jones, Jr.
Chairman, Brent Scowcroft Center on International Security
Atlantic Council
22nd United States Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs

Jon M. Huntsman, Jr.
Chairman
Atlantic Council
While it remains uncertain who will become the forty-fifth president of the United States, it is abundantly clear that the next administration will face significant foreign policy challenges. There is growing consensus and concern about perceived global disorder and uncertainty, yet views on the diagnosis and prescription for these challenges vary widely. Partisan critics too readily point to failures in national leadership, across several administrations, without adequately accounting for the rapidly changing global dynamics that seemingly force the system to focus on short-term, tactical crisis management, and the obstacle of an antiquated national security decision-making structure and process that fails to prioritize strategic thinking. An objective and effective approach to dealing with mounting global security challenges will require a clear-eyed accounting and better understanding of the serious mistakes that have been made in formulating and executing foreign and defense policy over the past two decades and of the role of the National Security Council (NSC) staff structure and personnel in those decisions.

This paper documents a nonpartisan effort by former national security leaders to assist the next administration in preparing to address these challenges. The authors of this paper—Ambassadors Chester Crocker, David Miller, and Thomas Pickering; the Honorable Daniel Levin; and Chief of Staff, Colonel (sel.) Jason Kirby—personally conducted over sixty interviews and led, with Governor Jon Huntsman, Jr. presiding, two seminar working groups with senior foreign policy, military, and intelligence officials.

These officials included seven former national security advisors, eight former cabinet members and deputies, and seven three- and four-star flag officers. Among other conclusions, the interviews revealed a clear consensus that the National Security Council has both failed to evolve with shifts in the global landscape and evinced personnel and structural shortcomings that have resulted in poor decision-making and ineffective management of foreign, defense, intelligence, and legal policy.

The alignment of views on this problem set was uncanny—whether across party lines, professional disciplines, or period of service, the consensus viewpoint on NSC staff size, purpose, and structural failures was both striking and compelling. We began examining and testing other organizations for possible solutions including corporate structures, foreign government models, and historical models, yet none provided a viable alternative.

At the end of this examination and our extensive interviews with senior practitioners, we conclude that there is no silver bullet to quickly begin producing successful foreign policies. Instead, our proposals are a critically important point of departure for the next administration. This report contains the essential elements for building the most effective national security structure in the small window between today and the first hundred days of the next administration.
At the end of this examination and our extensive interviews with senior practitioners, we conclude that there is no silver bullet to quickly begin producing successful foreign policies. Instead, our proposals are a critically important point of departure for the next administration. This report contains the essential elements for building the most effective national security structure in the small window between today and the first hundred days of the next administration.

You may review our seven recommendations and conclude that there must be a better solution set elsewhere or that there is nothing really wrong with our imperfect system. Yet, the perceived simplicity of these seven core recommendations has eluded many of the preceding administrations that have tried to implement some elements of the recommendations you will read here. This is not a comprehensive NSC restructuring proposal, nor is it a radical think tank product intended to shake up the Beltway foreign policy community and land with a splash.

Our intent is to provide America’s next administration with a considered, pragmatic, and thoroughly implementable framework—it is the best way for the next administration to reset our national security system. We fully anticipate that the framework must change and adapt for the new world in which we find ourselves, and this paper serves as the base for such a dynamic, adaptive approach.

This paper focuses on the national security advisor (NSA) and the National Security Council staff due to their role as the central node of the national security system and their principal task of coordinating national security and foreign policy recommendations for the president. The basic structure and processes of the National Security Council and the national security decision-making system have not changed appreciably since the end of the Cold War. And yet, in the intervening decades the dynamics of the global landscape have shifted radically. The tools and instruments of the twentieth-century world order are increasingly mismatched with the realities of the twenty-first-century landscape.

The increased speed and connectedness of information in the digital age has resulted in a shift of power and influence from nation-states to nonstate actors. Growing interconnectedness has also resulted in greater interdependence, reducing the effectiveness of the use of conventional, stovepiped national instruments of influence, such as sanctions and trade policy, diplomatic persuasion, and military action. Historic shifts in global demographics and human migrations threaten the borders and boundaries of the twentieth-century world order. These changes are occurring faster than the speed at which US national security processes have evolved to keep pace.

This paper shares the laments of practitioners who had hoped to reap success through sheer force of will, only to conclude years later that the odds were against them before they ever set foot in the White House. We hope, for the sake of our nation, that the next administration might not relive the foundational mistakes that have plagued its predecessors.
This team of practitioners believes there are seven fundamental decisions an incoming president must make when selecting people for, establishing the mission of, and defining the scope of activities of the NSC and determining how it transitions into 2017 and beyond:

1. Focus the National Security Council Mission
2. Define the National Security Advisor’s Role
3. Reduce and Restrict the Size of the NSC Staff
4. Designate a Strategic Planning Staff
5. Use Interagency Teams and Task Forces
6. Coordinate Legal Advice
7. Prepare for the Transition Now

Our recommendations for how these decisions should be made are based on our own experience as well as the many interviews we conducted. Here they are in short:

**Focus the National Security Council Mission.** The NSA and the NSC staff must focus on a limited number of strategic issues and should not supplant or micromanage the departments and agencies. They are obligated to ensure the president receives direct, unfiltered input from the relevant members of his cabinet.

**Define the National Security Advisor’s Role.** This individual must be a nationally recognized leader and strategist in foreign and security policy with significant government management experience, compatible with the president, able to serve as a trusted advisor, and be an “honest broker” between departments and agencies and their leaders.

**Reduce and Restrict the Size of the NSC Staff.** Limit the NSC staff size to approximately 100 to 150 professionals with the background and expertise necessary to execute their principal duties.

**Designate a Strategic Planning Staff.** The strategic planning staff must apply the lessons of successful policies and analyze failed policies during strategy development; identify new, emerging trends before a crisis develops; monitor the implementation of key policy initiatives and operations; and adapt the strategy to changing circumstances during execution.

**Use Interagency Teams and Task Forces.** A limited number of interagency task forces should be created to respond to important twenty-first-century challenges that demand intellectually and structurally rapid, effective integration of cross-cutting activities across multiple departments and agencies.

**Coordinate Legal Advice.** Establish, by national security memorandum, the rules for the development, review, and implementation of legal opinions relevant to national security issues.

**Prepare for the Transition Now.** Develop a phased personnel transition with direct coordination between outgoing and incoming administrations to ensure that copies of pertinent records are retained for immediate continuity.

**Expanded observations on each of the seven points follow.**

Elements of these seven recommendations can be seen in NSC models going back to the Dwight D. Eisenhower administration and can lead to successful foreign policy and force projection management. As members of most prior administrations have learned, these decisions greatly influence the success or failure of the White House’s foreign and defense policy management.

While all those interviewed recognize that a president will organize the NSC in a manner that works best for him or her, they emphasized that very early decisions about NSC organization will shape the likely success or failure of presidential foreign policy management. It is not a requirement that the president must straightjacket her or himself with a preset arrangement even if in the past it was successful. Making these decisions requires careful examination, and most of all, a good selection of leaders and an NSA who can then help inform the president-elect on options and approaches. History strongly suggests that the ideas recommended in this paper work well, and that current practices carry significant, inherent risks. In that sense, it is hard to overemphasize the importance of National Security Directive 1 that specifies the national security decision-making team and structure and reflects the president’s considered views on the vital issues raised in this paper.

**Focus the National Security Council Mission**

As the 2008 Project on National Security Reform (PNSR) emphasized, “National security has suffered more over the
past few decades from the system’s poor implementation of policy than from outright policy mistakes.” Properly defining the mission of the NSC staff is the most important decision as it largely drives the other matters discussed below. The NSC should be chartered to coordinate and present to the president the development of policy options for the most effective use of US diplomatic, economic, military, intelligence, and other resources. In doing so, the NSC staff should always present, and seek to incorporate, the NSC principals’ recommended policy positions. At times, this must include resolving conflicts between departments and agencies.

The mission of the NSA and the NSC staff is not to supplant or micromanage the line departments and agencies in the government. It is to represent the president’s strategic thinking to them and to empower and support them in their interactions with the president. They should make sure that the president receives direct, unfiltered input from the relevant members of the cabinet and from the career civil servants and military officials responsible for the conduct of our foreign and national security policies.

The NSC staff also ensures the president’s policy decisions are executed by integrating, supporting, and tracking them. With few, if any, exceptions, they do not execute the implementation of foreign and defense policy by the departments and agencies. The NSC is a coordinating body. It is not a miniature foreign policy department with execution authority located in the White House. Failure to understand this carries a serious price: departments will be less likely to take responsibility for their own statutory roles, and the quality of their participation in the interagency process will decline.

The caustic political environment, where prejudice along political lines is endemic, must not prevent the NSC staff, or the departments and agencies, from reaching out to their counterparts on the Hill, nor should it

---

2 Project on National Security Reform, *Forging a New Shield* (Arlington, VA: Center for the Study of the Presidency, 2008), p. 611. The Project on National Security Reform (PNSR) was a bipartisan, private-public partnership sponsored by the Center for the Study of the Presidency. PNSR’s expansive goal was approval of a new system during the Bush–Obama transition. It envisioned three sets of reforms: new presidential directives or executive orders, a new national security act, and amendments to Senate and House rules.
dissuade the president from continued outreach. As Ellen Tauscher, former member of Congress, shared, “If you [the administration] don’t care about Congress, they will let you know. The NSC staff does not know how to integrate with Congress.”

Collaboration with Congress, and the development of trusted relationships, remains an essential element of a successful NSC staff and ensures the efficacy of the departments and agencies.

**Define the National Security Advisor’s Role**

Extensive and detailed commentary on the role and desirable characteristics of the NSA came primarily from former advisors and senior NSC officials as well as department and agency heads. All agreed that critical factors include the “personality fit” of the advisor with the president; the commitment to be an honest broker with little desire for publicity; and prior senior management experience in the national security apparatus of the government. The need for prior management experience was critical when the NSA’s national security colleagues—the secretaries of state and defense—brought prior experience, wisdom, and a strong will to their positions. It was also pointed out that the failure of the president to support the NSA in critical situations led to a rapid loss of credibility.

The national security advisor to the president is the most important position in the government not subject to confirmation by the Senate. The selection is entirely up to the president. Thus, discussions about what is required to succeed in the position were frequent, focused, and extensive. To attract an outstanding staff, the NSA should have a reputation as an outstanding leader of the national foreign policy community.

To quote a former national security advisor, if the president is not an effective manager, and does not know how to support the NSA, “the apparent failure of the NSA is really the failure of the president.”

On the issue of personality, a former national security advisor described himself as committed to listening as much as talking, while another former advisor reiterated that the NSA “has to be a good listener.”

One advisor offered a number of anecdotes about protecting the cabinet officers with whom he worked, pointing out that it was a critical part of his job to preserve their trust and ensure that their views would be heard. As former Vice President Al Gore’s NSA, Leon Fuerth, stated, “I would not walk into a meeting at the deputies level or the principals level and announce that the vice president had a categorical view of the issue while the others were struggling with their recommendation.”

---

3 Working group discussion with Ellen Tauscher, February 8, 2016.

4 Interview with a former national security advisor conducted by Thomas Pickering and David Miller, 2015.

5 Interview with a former national security advisor conducted by Thomas Pickering and David Miller, 2015.

The issue of trust between the president and national security advisor has come up frequently. As one former NSA said, “Without the complete trust of the president, it is impossible to make the position work.” And as one former secretary noted, “A president must want diverse opinions ... and some don’t want them.” A president who prefers a unified policy or strategy position from his cabinet will place substantial demands on the NSA. This is a key point of consideration in selecting a national security advisor.

Trust between the NSA and the cabinet members is of almost equal importance and is cited as a more frequent failure in many administrations than a loss of trust between the NSA and the president. The honest broker role is of paramount importance. “Simple attentiveness to a few long-established rules [was essential]. Stephen Hadley had studied those rules as a protege of General Brent Scowcroft, the man who is viewed as the gold standard among national security advisors. Hadley accepted that it was a staff job.” After some discussion of options, Scowcroft would carry prioritized viewpoints forward to the president. By always acting as an honest broker, Scowcroft endowed the process with trust and prevented the White House from becoming insular, an ever-present hazard.

Historically documented breaches of this trust have led to irreparable harm to national security as well as to the overall effectiveness of the administration and its policies. An NSA who does not subscribe to the honest broker role will rapidly lose the trust and confidence of the cabinet. In reality, proximity to the president is power, and the NSA must remain disciplined to the process he or she manages, otherwise the NSA and the NSC staff will begin to insulate the president from the cabinet.

Although there are limits to any comparisons between the national security system and a profit-seeking business, one comparison seems quite reasonable. Unpopular options, or options that favor one department’s roles or capabilities over another, must reach the president for his or her consideration. Seeking consensus lures policy development towards providing options that substantiate all the departments’ and agencies’ views, regardless of their true merit. An effective NSA must manage this common issue.

---

7 Interview with a former national security advisor conducted by David Miller, 2015.
8 Interview with senior practitioner conducted by Chester Crocker, Thomas Pickering, and David Miller, January 7, 2016.
10 General Electric, IBM, Google, Whole Foods, 3M, W.L. Gore, and DuPont were all highlighted as learning organizations with a capacity for organizational decision-making, complex adaptive systems, organizational culture, and social psychology.
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Original chart from the PNSR - Figure 7. NSC Meetings across Administrations
We discussed at length the high cost of advisors who fail to meet the criteria above. If the president loses faith or did not know the NSA well at the outset, alternate channels to the Oval Office quickly appear. If the president fails to support the NSA in disputes with cabinet officials, the NSA’s standing evaporates in short order. If the NSA is in over their head they will quickly lose their standing as an equal participant in the national security process and instead become an executive secretary, leaving cabinet secretaries to engage in continuous disagreements and struggles to get the president’s attention. Finally, no matter how strongly a president supports a national security advisor, that person’s abilities and experience will determine their success or failure.

There was almost universal dismissal of the concept that loyalty was a key factor in the selection of an advisor. It is hard to find any “disloyal” national security advisors in our history. Both loyalty and familiarity are important but should not be the exclusive or even the most important criteria for selecting an NSA. After much consideration, the group concluded that compatibility is the key requirement; it incorporates loyalty but many other attributes as well. While presidents surely need close friends and advisors in the White House, the national security advisor must be picked on the basis of competence to manage the foreign and security policy objectives of the president. Campaign aides are rarely suited to the position.
Reduce and Restrict the Size of the NSC Staff

"Fortunately, Brent’s [Scowcroft] concept of the national security advisor and indeed of the NSC was to never let us forget that the last name of the NSC is ‘staff’.”

—Senior administration official for President George H. W. Bush.

It is essential to select members of a National Security Council staff with the professional reputation, government experience, and intellect to be viewed as equals to the assistant secretaries with whom they will be working. Many former senior members of the NSC staff observed that the professional background of the small staff was critical. Said one: “This is no place for on-the-job training of bright, young, but inexperienced people.” Another observed that, “You have a hard time running the interagency process if you have never held a senior position in one of the agencies.” A key example occurred during the Clinton administration: “…the one thing that all can agree on is that the process in the early days of the Clinton administration was flawed. It revealed the inexperience of a team forced by the Somalia crisis into the costly on-the-job training our political system requires of incoming administrations from a party that has been out of office for a long period.”

Without appropriate experience, the ability of the NSC to coordinate and support department and agency activities

12 Rothkopf, Running the World, op. cit., p. 263.
13 Interview with former senior member of the NSC staff conducted by Thomas Pickering, 2015.
14 Ibid.
15 Rothkopf, Running the World, op. cit., p. 335.
is severely limited. As Tauscher stated in a working group meeting, "The decisions are already made ... campaigning gets you on the team. These people often do not have the necessary coordination skills. We should consider creating a non-political class ... not moving back and forth. Otherwise we have a national security hazard. Loyalty ... certainly, but they need a set of skills, a temperament, to enable the president." 16 Civility and mutual respect among the White House, Congress, and the departments and agencies must be restored. Administration appointees sometimes arrive with a distrust of the rest of the government. The NSC staff must explicitly understand that they are the president's staff, serve as his or her broker, and must perform with a strong sense of interagency cooperation and interaction. Finally, the staff must lean on the departments and agencies for implementation.

As former national security advisor Brent Scowcroft noted, "The size of the staff allows me to know my people well, and them to understand what I value and how I operate. We do not want a repeat of the Iran-Contra mess." 17 While additional problems of great importance are perceived by many interviewees to be caused by the size of the staff, as will be discussed below, the key, critical issue concerning size is the increasing potential for staff interference in department and agency strategy, policy development, and execution. NSC staff size is symptomatic of how a president intends to manage policy development between the departments and the White House. However, the hazard is not the size of staff alone, it is the lack of staff discipline and its unintended consequences for foreign and national security policy. The interagency policy development process must be outlined, adhered to, and, when necessary, enforced by the NSA and in rare circumstances, by the president.

16 Working group discussion with Ellen Tauscher, February 8, 2016. The imperative for training the NSC staff was highlighted by many of those interviewed. This need is frequently mentioned in NSC studies, but has gained little momentum.

17 Interview with Brent Scowcroft conducted by David Miller, 2015.

---

**FIGURE 3. AVERAGE SIZE OF NSC PROFESSIONAL POLICY STAFF, 1961-2008**

* Gulf War ** Operation Enduring Freedom *** Operation Iraqi Freedom

Source: Project on National Security Council Reform, *Forging a New Shield*, November 2008
“[It is a false assumption that] leadership matters and organization does not.”

- Project on National Security Reform, *Forging a New Shield*, 2008

A staff of hundreds, as observed today, sends a clear message that the president largely intends to manage foreign and security policy with his or her own White House staff exercising minute control. A smaller staff almost always indicates the president will rely more on the NSC principals, and the departments and agencies they lead, leaving the NSC staff to its traditional role of interagency coordination and integration. The departments and agencies are then empowered to execute day-to-day management of diplomatic and military policy, something they have prepared for and have executed for decades.

Virtually every person interviewed commented on the size of the NSC staff, with universal agreement that it had grown far too large (see figure 3). No individual came to the defense of the current four-hundred-plus person staff. Two arguments were advanced to support a more modest yet capable size: the first, to quote a senior NSC official, being that “the world is much more complex now than back in the days of the Soviet Union,” and the second that “the current speed of global information flow makes it imperative for the White House to have views and ideas made known publicly on a very wide range of subjects at all times.” A third former official noted that Homeland Security now needed to be more closely integrated into the effort.

The largest professional staff recommended by any former official was two hundred, with most counseling seventy-five to one hundred. Given the expanding number of issues and crises that recent administrations have faced, limiting the NSC staff size to 100 to 150 professionals seems appropriate.

The NSC staff must have a critical mass of career professionals who are disciplined and have the requisite communication skills and right sense of authority. Two former secretaries of defense comment in their memoirs on the need to obtain the president’s agreement that the NSC staff would not meddle in Pentagon management.

---

19 Interview with a former national security advisor conducted by Chester Crocker and David Miller, 2015.
20 Interview with a former deputy secretary of state conducted by Thomas Pickering, 2015.
21 Interview with a former deputy secretary of state conducted by Chester Crocker, 2015.
22 Interview conducted by David Miller, 2015.
23 Interview with a former national security advisor conducted by Thomas Pickering, 2015.
In an interview with former combatant commander Admiral (Ret.) James Stavridis, Stavridis said that he received a call from an NSC staffer and was given a directive. The directive did not originate from the president, the secretary of defense, or the chairman but from a mid-level staffer. In response to the directive, the four-star flag officer politely accepted the input and approached the secretary of defense with his concerns about the overreach.27

The large staff seen in the last two administrations also contributes to one of the most challenging issues facing any president, particularly in the second term: the isolation of the president from the cabinet officers and executive branch meant to serve him or her. The large staff, particularly when “loyalty” is a factor in selection, inherently creates a buffer of close, comfortable staff around a president. To quote a former secretary of state: “Try getting dissenting views through to the president” when the “loyal cadre” are opposed.28 A small cadre of advisors can create “an exclusionary parallel process for the innermost circle of advisors and essentially cut out many in the NSC and the cabinet from the roles they were intended to play.”29 The voice and influence of senior, Senate-confirmed leaders of the foreign and security policy components of the government is diminished as access gets more difficult. The absence of informed, expert views can and has led to errors.

Interviewees observed that the current NSC staff is so large that the departments and agencies have “used different” NSC directorates in battles with departmental

---

27 Interview with James Stavridis conducted by Thomas Pickering, March 21, 2016.
28 Interview with a former secretary of state conducted by Chester Crocker, 2015.
29 Rothkopf, National Insecurity, op. cit., p. 346.
adversaries. Rather than coordinating, the NSC has become “part of the problem.” As NSC offices (both regional and functional) have multiplied (see figures 4-6), policy issues between departments—or even within a department—have spilled over into the hallways of the Old Executive Office Building, with different NSC offices taking opposing positions. Again, the size of staff and the range of issues managed by the NSC staff have elevated what can be a minor irritant into a major problem.

**Designate a Strategic Planning Staff**

Often overlooked is the growing importance of strategy development in order to employ usable, practical, actionable, analytic frameworks for viewing the regional

---

30 Interview with former government executive conducted by Chester Crocker, 2015.
31 Ibid.
Source: Ries, *Improving Decisionmaking in a Turbulent World*. Figure courtesy of the Project on National Security Council Reform.
and global landscape and separating the important from the less-important issues. If done correctly, strategy can help define national paths toward greater security across key issues areas, and also help ensure coherent bureaucratic actions are taken toward shared goals. Finally, strategy helps define and prioritize resource allocation to the most important areas, and away from those of diminishing importance.

Strategies become more important in the face of an unpredictable landscape, as they help cohere action toward long-term goals and inform near-term policy responses. Without strategies, it is unclear whether policy responses constitute mere tactical reactions, or actually help an organization move forward on its core agenda. When used together in an integrated approach, strategic foresight, expert crowdsourcing, and strategy development can pay untold dividends while we seek to navigate uncharted territory that features unpredictable and dynamic trends across a wide range of critical national security issue areas.

In an interview, a former under secretary asserted that, “Yes, we’ve made some serious mistakes, but I don’t necessarily see that they are NSC failures ... they are bad decisions.” This charge is important, but does not fully consider the fact that careful preparation is the essence of avoiding errors where factual questions are ignored or sublimated by personal bias or political ideology. There is a Gresham’s Law at work in which daily needs drive out longer-term strategic thinking and planning, just as operational control drives out the capacity and time to formulate clear and useful policy options. A strategic planning staff, coupled with its department and agency counterparts, is essential for addressing complex, unpredictable, and interrelated challenges and opportunities such as global health, mass migration, demographics, and the role of social media in fostering violent extremism, to cite just a few examples.

32 Stephen Hadley, at the Global Trends 2030 launch, emphasized the importance of strategy: “The problem, of course, is there are so many crises to manage, that if all you do is manage crises, all you will have is more crises because you will not have put in place the policies to shape the future to avoid crises.” Stephen Hadley, “Global Trends 2030: The Atlantic Council’s US Strategy in a Post-Western World,” comments delivered at the Atlantic Council, December 11, 2012, http://www.atlanticcouncil.org/events/past-events/global-trends-2030-the-atlantic-councils-us-strategy-in-a-postwestern-world-transcript.

33 Interview with senior practitioner conducted by David Miller, January 11, 2016.
One senior interviewee observed that the departments had “silos of tactics,” where departmental efforts failed to consider second- and third-order consequences across the range of diplomatic, military, economic, and other activities. While the departments and agencies contain strategic planning functions (for example, the policy planning staff at the Department of State and strategy staff at the Office of the Secretary of Defense), there is no set structure within the NSC to bring both lessons learned and strategic planning functions together on a regular and continuing basis in response to presidential requests and national needs.

“The most common complaint is that despite enormous resources, the [US government] doesn’t do foresight very well. From Scowcroft through [Thomas] Donilon, there have been efforts to beef up the planning capability within the National Security Council staff. America may be a democracy, but the news cycle is a ruthless dictator that imbues small daily events with political consequences to which the White House and Congress feel compelled to respond.” One former NSA stated that “if we know the strategy, it will be leaked. If we know the strategy is not working, we [the administration] are inferring that we are failing.” A strategic planning cell must delineate between politics and disciplined, multifaceted cognizance and that is where the NSC staff must play a key role in concert with the departments and agencies.

Some highly useful observations came from senior NSC staff members from different administrations who had observed many failed attempts to implement a “strategy function” in the NSC. Discussions of various options went back as far as the Eisenhower planning staff. As Scowcroft declared, “One of my greatest frustrations in government is how you do long-range planning. I don’t know the answer. I’m still trying to figure out how you do really thoughtful work which is closely enough integrated with day-to-day operation that people say, Yes, this gives us a kind of road map and yet it’s divorced from today’s crisis.”

34 Interview with senior practitioner conducted by David Miller, January 8, 2016.
35 Rothkopf, National Insecurity, op. cit., p. 264.
37 Eisenhower’s NSA, as designed by the first NSA, Robert Cutler, had a very effective strategy development process that did not utilize a PC/DC process. Instead it consisted of the Planning Board (strategy and policy development) and the Operations Coordinating Board (implementation oversight). Refer to Paul D. Miller, “Organizing the National Security Council: I Like Ike’s,” Presidential Studies Quarterly, vol. 43, no. 3, 2013.
38 Rothkopf, Running the World, op. cit., p. 274.
business overwhelms the strategy directorate, whether staffed with one person or a larger complement. As one former national security advisor observed, “To get more imaginative thinking we went outside to a range of think tanks and academic institutions to broaden our horizons.”

The allocations of roles and staff between strategic planning and daily integration functions should be clarified, perhaps by creating a deputy assistant to the president and a small office of five professionals dedicated to supporting, integrating, and advising the president on the strategic recommendations of the NSC staff and the various departments and agencies on a regular basis. This deputy assistant would help the president and national security principals develop and disseminate a strategic overview or vision on key issues. The president’s own strategic vision would provide a much-needed centerpiece and guide policy and strategy development. If this is not done, the relentless pressure of day-to-day management will continue to drive out long-run thinking and planning, leaving daily decisions to be made based on tactical reflexes without the benefit of a longer-run framework into which decisions should fit. It will eschew the forward vision of chess for the near focus of checkers.

Strategy development has stymied many senior practitioners, but a small drafting team chaired by a deputy NSA or senior director and including Defense, State, Treasury, Central Intelligence Agency, and other key stakeholders can develop the frame of strategy, while coordinating the review process with departments and agencies. Having senior NSC staff representation will provide the authority to harness the interagency. In particular, given the emergence of new threats from nonstate actors and the speed of response required in the twenty-first century, the strategic planning staff should be tasked with identifying emerging threats and proposing methods to deal with them.

An effective foreign policy will of course be guided by smart strategy, but it must adapt the ways, means, and, when necessary, ends of that strategy to account for changed circumstances—including opportunities. President George H. W. Bush’s response to the collapse of the Soviet Union, including nuclear reductions and Nunn-Lugar, is an example. The end of the Soviet Union was a tectonic geopolitical change, but strategy needs to be adapted to lesser but major shifts. The fundamental point is that because the world changes and presents new challenges and opportunities, the strategic planning.

---

39 Interview with a former national security advisor conducted by Jason Kirby, December 3, 2015.
staff must be prepared to adapt US government strategy by changing means, ways, and, if necessary, ends—and do so in a timely way.

An NSC strategic planning staff must monitor the implementation of key policy initiatives and operations, with a special eye to indicators that our current strategies need modification. These indicators can and should be developed when the initial strategy is developed; in military planning these are the “key assumptions.”

Concurrently, lessons learned and new ideas must shape these strategies and the US government’s priorities to avoid pursuing the illusion of grand strategy. As part of this review process, experts in and outside of government should be quietly counseled and public discourse and transparency should be the norm. This process provides the ability to have a public document along with a private, confidential one. It also gives a sense of where the president and his or her administration are going, while our government practitioners develop a better understanding of their role.

It has been noted by prior participants in these activities that, given the need for funding, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) should be an active member of the strategy development and implementation process. Further, the PNSR proposed that strategy should be tied to resource allocation: “[The national security system should,] jointly with OMB, produce an integrated national security budget for congressional consideration. Right now, departments and agencies use resources for capabilities required by their core mandates rather than those required for national missions.” This can be largely attributed to the limitations of the formative National Security Act of 1947. As Jeffrey Eggers, former special assistant to the president for national security affairs, stated, “The resources are missing ... I have witnessed the OMB plug-in and it doesn’t work ... the programming is decoupled.”

Yet early on, a task force should have an understanding of where funding will come from, be it departmental, supplemental, or overseas contingency operation funding; moreover, policy formulations should not be brought to the president without a funding component included, which requires coordination with Congress and/or OMB. As Leon Fuerth noted, “Legal instruments and OMB can act as leverage to tie resources. The OMB frequently understands the government’s true intent.”

Finally, it was noted that given the increasing use of financial instruments in US foreign policy and strategy development that the department must be increasingly involved as a principal participant early in the process.

40 Interview with James Miller conducted by David Miller, May 5, 2016.
41 Project on National Security Reform, Forging a New Shield, op. cit., pp. 581-582.
43 Ibid.
FIGURE 7. RELATIVE SIZE OF NATIONAL SECURITY INSTITUTIONS BY BUDGET, 2015

Source: Office of Management and Budget (OMB), Table 5.2 Budget Authority by Agency: 1976-2021; https://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/Historicals

Original chart from the PNSR - Figure 8. Relative Size of National Security Institutions by Budget
Use Interagency Teams and Task Forces

“This is our strategic weakness ... an incapacity to implement.”

- General John R. Allen, USMC (Ret.)
Special Presidential Envoy for the Global Coalition to Counter the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant, 2014–2015

“Like any other properly designed government structure it is not designed so it only works when it is led by great men and women. Such people come around seldom. It is designed to offset the weakness of any individual and to supplement them with the strengths of a team.”

American foreign policy is no longer singularly driven by great nation-state rivalry. US foreign and national security interests are global, ever changing, and diffuse. Administrations are faced with not only a broader array of issues, but increasingly less time to formulate strategy and implement policy. The appointment of special envoys, representatives, coordinators, ambassadors, czars, and administrators for unusually vexing or pressing problems has proliferated, frequently confusing existing authorities while at times being inadequately supported by the NSA and NSC staff. This practice should be curtailed to those few issues demanding a close relationship to the president and in which the president has a pressing strategic interest. Yet the practice of appointing czars suggests that many presidents lose confidence in the system’s policy development and implementation oversight ability, and they establish ad hoc arrangements out of evident necessity.

The national security advisor, in close coordination with the president and cabinet, should appoint a senior department official to lead a task force or interagency team when needed, closely supported by an NSC special assistant. An incoming administration must outline clearly the necessity for and intent and structure of interagency teams and task forces, rather than reacting to emerging challenges with expedient arrangements and outside personalities that can disunite cabinet members and departments at pivotal junctures. Interagency teams and task forces should be considered for issues

- where a large degree of interagency and/or international cooperation is required, as in complex negotiations over cross-cutting issues;

44 Interview with John Allen conducted by David Miller, January 6, 2016.
45 Rothkopf, National Insecurity, op. cit., p. 347.
• that rank high in the national interest; and

• where a long-term, critical commitment is being initiated.

There are two broad purposes for these collaborative elements: **policy/strategy development** and **implementation oversight**. Although these are nominally core tasks of the NSC staff, unusually urgent or complex issues require increased attention and oversight. Finally, these teams and task forces must explicitly understand that they are accountable to the president for the success or failure of their efforts.

The NSC system nominally develops policy through the well-established process of bottom-up interagency policy committees (IPC), the deputies committee (DC), and the principals committee (PC). Often, this process is effective for departmental collaboration and policy integration, but on select issues of key importance, it can be counterproductive. This has become a more frequent occurrence. Issues such as countering violent extremism and cyber policy will likely never be the responsibility of a single department. As such, bottom-up development can hinder the best policy formulation.

As former NSA and Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice stated, “The first thing I tried to do was cut [the staff], but the accretion of issues was something you just couldn’t solve ... [the] transnational threats [that] became the dominant factor in American foreign policy, if you think about it, they’re not only transnational, they’re transfunctional. And that, probably, to me, was the biggest

### FIGURE 8. STANDARD MEETING STRUCTURES OF THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL SYSTEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEETING TYPE</th>
<th>CHAIR AND ATTENDEES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| National Security Council Meeting (NSC) | *Chair: President*
   *Attendees: Vice President, Secretary of State, Secretary of Defense, Secretary of Energy, secretaries and under secretaries of other executive departments and of the military departments (when appointed by the president by and with the advice and consent of the Senate)*
   *Statutory advisors: Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Director of National Intelligence*                                                                 |
| Principals Committee (PC)           | *Chair: National Security Advisor*
   *Attendees: relevant agency and departmental secretaries*                                                                                                                                                        |
| Deputies Committee (DC)             | *Chair: Deputy National Security Advisor*
   *Attendees: relevant agency and departmental deputy secretaries*                                                                                                                                              |
| Interagency Policy Committees (IPCs) | *Chair: NSC senior directors*
   *Attendees: relevant agency and departmental assistant secretaries*                                                                                                                                          |
| Sub-Interagency Policy Committees (sub-IPCs) | *Chair: NSC directors*
   *Attendees: relevant agency and departmental deputy assistant secretaries*                                                                                                                                  |

*Text from the original CNAS report: 15. 50 U.S.C. § 3021, “National Security Council” states, “The Council shall be composed of—(1) the President; (2) the Vice President; (3) the Secretary of State; (4) the Secretary of Defense; (5) the Secretary of Energy; and (6) the Secretaries and Under Secretaries of other executive departments and of the military departments, when appointed by the President by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, to serve at his pleasure.” For more background, see Richard A. Best, Jr., “The National Security Council”; and Alan G. Whittaker, Shannon A. Brown, Frederick C. Smith, and Elizabeth McKune, “The National Security Policy Process: The National Security Council and Interagency System,” research report (Washington, DC: Industrial College of the Armed Forces, National Defense University, August 15, 2011).*

change from when I was here before.”

Her observation on the NSC system’s response to transnational threats is emblematic of the greater issue: a burgeoning operational staff that isolates the president from collaborative policy development and oversight that the departments and agencies are most suited to lead.

It is often noted that frequent NSC system meetings are not the key element of successful policy development and oversight. Yet, used on a limited basis, they can provide the foundation for personal outreach and professional relationships. Working, mutually respectful relationships can make or break the NSC system as has been witnessed by many administrations. Michael Chertoff, former secretary of the Department of Homeland Security, stated, “It all hinges on how the president uses his/her NSC. If the president talks to cabinet secretaries directly … that will define things for the staff. Using the NSC process of many IPCs and then offering just two options to the principals … A or B, doesn’t work well. For example, in the case of immigration reform the cabinet secretaries formulated a policy proposal, the staff fleshed it out and developed the discrete elements, and later, the DC oversaw implementation.”

---

46 Rothkopf, Running the World, op. cit., p. 405.

47 Interview with Michael Chertoff conducted by Chester Crocker and David Miller, January 8, 2016.
While this example shows the PC in a primary policy development role, complex and dynamic challenges demand the cross-functional expertise of a team committed to a singular multipronged task. The US response to the Kosovo War (1998–1999) and Plan Colombia (formulated 1998–1999) are notable interagency successes. They were chaired by senior officials from the NSC and/or key departments and had effective support from the NSC staff and the related departments and agencies. Operation Allied Force and the associated broader US government strategy was centrally overseen by the NSC at the assistant secretary level. This task force employed a synchronization matrix for all US government activities and met on an almost daily basis. A key advantage of this process, as highlighted by former Under Secretary of Defense for Policy James Miller is the ability to actively coordinate strategy implementation below agency heads, allowing faster, decentralized coordination and decision-making.

In the Kosovo War example, however, US government objectives were limited in terms of time, lines of effort, and objectives. More complex or longer-term strategies may make departmental leadership more appropriate.

Recent nuclear negotiations with Iran are another notable example of a collaborative interagency team led by Secretary John Kerry and his supporting staff. State was supported by several departments including Department of Energy Secretary Ernest Moniz, his staff, and the NSC staff in support. Yet in an interview with General John Allen, he stated, “The US government lacks organizational agility. The NSC staff and principals are sometimes functional experts but lack the ability to lead or manage complex organizations.”

Encouragingly, cross-functional teams and task forces are incrementally being used to deal with transnational threats and complex issues. John Brennan, current CIA director, outlined in a 2015 public memo his agency’s intent to establish Mission Centers comprised of diverse experts accountable for their mission set:

Each new Mission Center will be led by an Assistant Director. These new Centers will not be tethered to any single Directorate; rather, we will organize within them the full range of Agency officers and elements possessing the expertise and capabilities needed to execute mission. The Mission Centers will work closely with all Agency elements to further enhance our integration and interoperability. The Assistant Directors will be accountable for integrating and advancing the mission—in all of its various forms—and for overall mission accomplishment in their respective geographic or functional area. They will be responsible for consistently preempting threats and furthering US national security objectives with the best possible information, technology, analysis, and operations.

The importance and gravity of interagency collaboration and authority is difficult to overstate and the consequences of poor implementation can directly harm the administration’s agenda and goals. The 9/11 Commission “concluded as a group that the National Security Council was dysfunctional. That even in the best of times it would have to struggle with challenges of the sort we face now … everywhere you look there were signs of dysfunction.”

48 Gregory Schulte, special assistant to the president for implementation of the Dayton Peace Accords, co-chaired the NSC Executive Committee that planned for the subsequent United Nations and NATO missions in Kosovo. James O’Brien served in the State Department as special presidential envoy for the Balkans and was a principal coordinator in the task force.

49 Interview with Franklin Kramer conducted by Jason Kirby, May 13, 2016.

50 Interview with James Miller conducted by David Miller, January 11, 2016.

51 Interview with John Allen conducted by David Miller, January 6, 2016.

was a sort of balkanization.”\textsuperscript{53} To further emphasize the problem the 2008 PNSR report \textit{Forging a New Shield} stated that “overly centralized decision-making authority contributed to the national security system’s inability to quickly deal with the insurgency in Iraq.”\textsuperscript{54} The importance of using an integrated strategy was highlighted during the following interview. General Allen outlined, using another acronym for the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham, that,

Some of the best analysis done during the first year of the [counter-ISIL] campaign was performed by the economists who provided a rich array of targets, from oil assets to people to institutions, which if engaged through the many different means within the USG [US government], could achieve substantial effects against ISIL. Because there was no grand strategic campaign plan for defeating ISIL, there was no routine mechanism within the strategy to bring this kind of analysis forward so the various components of the USG could deliver their unique effects against individual targets, and more broadly as a combined effect within the strategy. In essence, the departments were operating in relative isolation from each other. There was ad hoc coordination to be sure, and some of the leaders within the strategy were simply heroic in trying to make it work, but there was no strategy-wide integrative process that would have flowed naturally from a campaign plan, and would have accelerated the effects we wanted to achieve against ISIL.\textsuperscript{55}

One final, essential component of interagency teams and task forces is accountability. As Dean Rusk, former secretary of state, observed, “There are those who think that the heart of a bureaucracy is a struggle for power. That is not the case at all. The heart of the bureaucratic problem is the inclination to avoid responsibility.”\textsuperscript{56} On select issues, policy implementation oversight must be designated to a senior interagency task force element with the authority of the president backing it. By assigning and designating a team or task force composed of trusted decision-makers with overseeing the implementation of their organization’s strategies, it will provide a previously absent element of responsibility within the bureaucracy that is needed now, more than ever.

\textsuperscript{54} Project on National Security Reform, \textit{Forging a New Shield}, op. cit., p. 574.
\textsuperscript{55} Interview with John Allen, January 6, 2016.
\textsuperscript{56} Project on National Security Reform, \textit{Forging a New Shield}, op. cit., p. 599.
Coordinate Legal Advice

The post-9/11 legal environment was understandably one of confusion. Decisions were made in a time of crisis, when speed of movement and legal flexibility were paramount. These unique circumstances appear to have led to decisions reached and actions authorized without all of the affected department and agency senior lawyers being involved in the decision-making process. The perception of “lawyer shopping” degraded the NSC staff’s relationship with its department and agency counterparts as well as the Department of Justice’s Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) and department and agency legal staffs. Equally concerning, this perception induced public distrust and skepticism of the legal decision-making process as well.

The White House legal staff supporting the NSC staff should be highly experienced and lean, tasked with coordinating legal advice while working with the Department of Justice’s OLC as well as department and agency legal offices. The president should ensure that all relevant legal offices throughout the executive branch are included in legal discussions, development, and implementation of legal guidelines for executive branch military, intelligence, and diplomatic activities. In an effort to regain public trust and confidence, the legal decision-making process and its findings should be transparent to the public when appropriate.

During the team’s interviews and working groups, some principals assessed that there were too many lawyers in the White House during their tenure over the past several decades. This is symptomatic of the lawyer-shopping perception. Confidence in White House legal findings has sometimes degraded. Were the findings politicized or driven by policy, rather than based on a firm legal foundation? Without agreeing on the extent to which this has been a problem in the past, there is a consensus that lawyers should support national security decision-making and its development rather than themselves being decision-makers, with the rare exception being for purely legal issues.

Role of the Department of Justice, Office of Legal Counsel

The OLC has a responsibility to coordinate as broadly as possible when formulating opinions, and policymakers must not unnecessarily limit that coordination. The OLC should not simply be an advocate for presidential power, nor should it act in the role of an Article III judge. As outlined in the Department of Justice memorandum Best Practices for OLC Legal Advice and Written Opinions, dated July 16, 2010, “OLC must always give candid, independent, and principled advice—even when that advice is inconsistent with the aims of policymakers.”

Unless recused, there are two entities, and a cleared staff member, that should be aware of any significant OLC opinion:

- Attorney General/Deputy Attorney General
- The chief lawyer at the responsible agency, or a head/deputy head who can request their lawyers’ active involvement

Role and Size of NSC Legal

NSC legal’s principal responsibilities include facilitating and coordinating legal advice from department and agency experts. This collaborative role mirrors the honest broker responsibility that the authors emphasize for the NSC staff itself. During interviews, there was general consensus on the nonoperational role of NSC legal, meaning that there should be no primary legal advice from within the White House itself. Instead, the departments and agencies responsible for the implementation of policy and strategy are principally informed by their legal staff not only during development but through execution. Instances have occurred where substantial legal analysis was conducted largely or wholly within White House legal with little or no interagency consultation. The authors recommend a small NSC legal staff of two to four lawyers in a coordinating role.

Prepare for the Transition Now

The National Security Council’s important role requires a transition that assures seamless oversight of our nation’s interests and security. The NSC staff is the president’s personal foreign and security policy staff and, as such, all the documents generated over a president’s term are properly removed before the transition and sent to

---

a presidential library. In addition, almost all personnel are replaced on the day of the transition. Given the NSC’s unprecedented role and capacity, a phased personnel transition as well as the retention of some director-level personnel is essential. National Security Advisor Anthony Lake “decided to keep a number of career staffers who had been in key positions in the Bush NSC and at State in their jobs or move them to other critical positions.”

59 Full briefings for incoming staff and the retention of copies of all key documents should be assured. Lead department and agencies (also undergoing transitions) should plan to play an important role in all such activities. Successive transitions will be unprecedented due to the volume of key issues to be effectively managed. A carefully developed transition, leveraging an experienced cadre of leaders, is essential.

The establishment of the new administration’s overarching strategic framework and procedural norms are essential for the principals and NSC staff. As former NSA Sandy Berger lamented, “I didn’t really appreciate how important it was to do the Presidential Decision Directive on organizing the foreign policy process and to get it sold during the transition [emphasis added].”

This foundational directive must be crafted before January 2017 and should be well into development even before the election. As Nancy Soderberg, deputy NSA to Clinton, stated, “[it is] critical that the relationships among [the White House senior staff] be mapped out early or they would run the risk of the kind of divisions and tensions that had afflicted the previous Democratic administration.”


60 Ibid., p. 314.
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